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Greetings:

This Annual Report is going to look different to many of you. In fact, the content is the same. But in these times of change, we have decided to make this an online report. Also, when you are delving into all the facts and figures, please remember, this is a report based on information from 2019 & 2020.

Jewish Federation of St. Louis is committed to working for our community in three primary roles: We are funders. We are communicators. And we are conveners. I like to call us the “FCC”.

• The first, funder, is how many know us best.

As you may know, recognizing this key role, our Board of Directors has recommitted to the full amount of distributions, regardless of the results of our Annual Campaign. We will be re-assessing the community needs as they change in the Age of COVID. Our role as funder extends beyond just the direct financial assistance we distribute to our community partners. We also provide non-financial assistance like the community lobbyist, who protects or finds governmental funds for our community. And, importantly, we evaluate that impact and report on it because we are responsible to our investors and the entire community.

• Our second role is to share and extend information and opportunities to the community.

We do this in many ways. Our Annual Meeting is one way. Our website is another. When the crisis began in March, Greg and I started twice-weekly (now weekly) calls with community volunteer and professional leadership as a way to connect, hear from the community, and provide a space and place to share concerns, frustrations, and needs. During the crisis, we reached out to thousands of people in our community to check-in, offer aid, and keep open the lines of communication.

• The last role, convener, is one that has become much more important as this crisis has gone on – that of bringing our communal ecosystem together to discuss, problem solve, and work together.

Federation has always had the role of convener in the community. During the crisis, the need to convene was heightened and we stepped up. Near the beginning of this situation, we conducted a series of seminars and were joined by the United Way, to educate the St. Louis nonprofit community on the Paycheck Protection Program. More recently, in collaboration with Missouri Foundation for Health and the United Way, we helped put on a three-part series on fundraising for all nonprofits across Missouri. Over 400 individuals signed up for each of those sessions. Last month we held a community-wide leadership seminar to talk about change management, and are offering a scenario-planning workshop to our community partners, which will be key as we navigate the waters ahead.

And, of course, we have expanded programing has been a key avenue for educating and entertaining, with virtual tours of Israel, the outstanding Wednesday with Women’s Philanthropy series, and online programs for families through PJ Library.

We have much to be proud of. I believe we will face and overcome whatever lies ahead together. But that does not mean it will be easy. Our burden remains heavy. From the beginning of this crisis, we have worked under the principle that the challenges we are facing will be with us, in various forms, for a while.

And we have done this because of all of you. You broaden our shoulders. You help us bear this burden. You, like Federation, were here before this crisis began and will be here far into the future. You make us stronger. “Chazak, chazak, v’nitn hazek.” Be Strong. Be Strong. And let us be strengthened - by one another.

Thank you!

Brian Herstig, President & CEO
All Community Investments

This chart outlines all investments approved between January 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019, including investments in organizations outside the Jewish Federation of St. Louis and investments in internal initiatives. To learn more about the specific investments and the different sources of funding, go to JFedSTL.org/What-We-Fund.

**Annual Campaign and Unrestricted Endowment Investments**

- Local Core Investments: $4,889,000
- Overseas Core Investments: $1,466,500
- Local Priority Outcome Investments: $1,677,750
- Overseas/ National Priority Outcome Investments: $986,000
- National/ Overseas Grants: $544,209
- Local Grants: $3,250,150
- Grants to Non-Jewish Organizations: $1,350,848

TOTAL: $14,164,457
2019 Total Funds Raised

$20,827,127

- Sponsorships: $119,695
- Capital Campaign: $7,321,041
- Restricted Endowments: $197,424
- Unrestricted Endowments: $508,983
- Annual Campaign: $9,780,336
- Donor Advised Funds: $1,540,629
- Federation Direct Services: $621,659
- Community Fundraising Efforts: $138,459
- Other Targeted Gifts: $598,901
- Capital Campaign: $7,321,041
2019 Consolidated Activity

**Assets**
- $176,113,595

**Net Assets**
- $136,533,927

**Liabilities**
- $39,579,668

**Revenue**
- Annual Campaign: $9,270,719
- Investment Income: $17,545,155
- Grants: $571,701
- Restricted Contributions: $12,913,655

**Expenses**
- Management & General: $1,236,681
- Development: $2,801,008
- Program: $15,724,539

**Investments in the Community**
- Programs: $4,399,582
- Community Investments: $6,457,787
- Supporting Organizations: $1,363,963
- Donor Advised Funds: $1,635,624
- Endowments: $736,871
Our Community Partners
COVID-19 Investment Phase 1

JFS Investment: $89,000 from Response Fund
- $42,000 COVID 19 related financial assistance
- $37,000 Food Pantry staffing
- $10,000 increased mental health services

Passover Food Investment: up to $27,600 from Response Fund (not all spent)
- JFS for packages of shelf stable foods
- J’s 613 Catering for prepared meals
- Crown Center for constituent meals

Chesed Fund: Expedited $52,500 from 2020 Community Investments

Food Security
- Pool of $75,000 to be used for meeting the needs of the Jewish community’s food insecure families and individuals due to the crisis
- Distributed to organizations on a reimbursement basis every two weeks, with updates provided to Task Force and Board
- Anticipate that this pool of funds will last 6 months

Critical Technology
- $56,480 for critical technology tools that allow organizations to meet their missions and outcomes virtually and continue serving our community
- Community needs include software subscriptions, hardware for staff, training, and other technological tools that are essential to business continuity
- Task Force oversaw an open rapid response grant application process to determine how to invest these funds
The Board of Directors has moral and legal responsibility for direction, management, and control of the Jewish Federation of St. Louis.

OFFICERS
Greg Yawitz, Chair of the Board
John Greenberg, Vice Chair Campaign
Gerald P. Greiman, Immediate Past Chair of the Board
Susan K. Goldberg, Vice Chair Strategic Planning
Craig Rosenthal, Vice Chair Community Impact

EX-OFFICIO DIRECTORS
Emily Stein MacDonald, Chair, Community Impact's Evaluation Subcommittee
Shira Berkowitz, Chair, Community Impact's Planning Subcommittee
Amy Bender Levy, Chair, Women's Philanthropy

AT-LARGE DIRECTORS
Ben Cherry
Betsy G. Dennis
Dan Friedman
Stephanie L. Gross
Neil Jaffe
Ken Kranzberg
Michael Lefton
Michael Litwack
Ken Kranzberg
Les Sterman
Michael Staenberg
Jeff Sparks
Bonnie Solomon
Sarah Solomon
Rob Wasserman, Chair, Community Impact’s Planning Subcommittee

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Jewish Federation of St. Louis’ Board of Trustees is a community board. All Officers and Directors listed above are members of the Board of Trustees.

The following groups are also members of the Board of Trustees:

AT-LARGE ELECTED TRUSTEES
Fran Balk
Douglas Baron
Lisa Gravier Barnes
Evan Buxner
Alan Fine
Sue Fischlowitz
John Kalishman
David Kaslow
Susan Godwin Kofkoff
Ken Ludmover
Susan Matlaf
Jean Margul
Galia Movitz
Nina Needleman
Rabbi Mike Rovinsky
Michael Rubin
Michelle Rubin
Ellen Schapiro
Pearl Serota
Barry Sharon
Victoria Singer
Todd Siwak
Bonne Solomon
Jeff Sparks
Michael Stenberg
Les Sterman
Karen Suroff
Jane Roedman Weiss
Mark Zorensky

COUNCIL OF LIFE MEMBERS
Ilse Altman (Of Blessed Memory)
Terry Bloomberg
Lee Bohn
Paul R. Cahn
Patricia F. Croughan*
Julian Edison (Of Blessed Memory)
Alyn Essman* (Of Blessed Memory)
Marlynn Essman (Of Blessed Memory)
Marlynn Fox
Ambassador Sam Fox
Harris Frank*
Henrietta Freedman (Of Blessed Memory)
Thomas Green* (Of Blessed Memory)
Sheila Greenbaum*
Siegman Halpern* (Of Blessed Memory)
Harvey Harris*
Harvey and Terry Hieken
Bill Kahn (Of Blessed Memory)
Mont Levy*
Leslie Litwack
Michael Litwack*
Lynn Lyss
Robert Millstone*
Sanford Neuman*
Michael Newmark*
Heschel Raskas*
Barry Rosenberg
Jay Sarver*
Alvin Siteman
Nancy Siwak*
Richard W. Stein
Morris Sternbeck* (Of Blessed Memory)
Rabbi Jeffrey Stiffman
Harvey N. Wallace*
*Past Board Chair

ANNUAL CAMPAIGN REPRESENTATIVES
Brad Gross (Major Gifts Chair)
Myrna Herskman
Matt and Jessica Litwack (Young Ben Gurion Society Chairs)

RABBI NICAL ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVES
Rabbi Michael Alper (Association of Reform Rabbis)
Rabbi Noah Arnow (St. Louis Rabbinical Association)
Rabbi Micah Buck-Yael (Conservative Rabbinical Association)
Rabbi Yosef Landa (Orthodox Rabbinical Council)

HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
Julian Albright (JCRC Student to Student Program and University City High School)
Sophie Chervitz (Yeshivat Kadimah High School)
Ari Cotler (Hillel at Washington University in St. Louis)
Sam Slaughter (Hillel at Maryville University)

Note: All Chief Executive Officers of Community Partner Agencies receiving a local core investment and Day Schools are invited to attend each meeting of the Board of Trustees.
Why Federation?

When you give to the Jewish Federation of St. Louis, you are part of something larger than yourself. You are connected to others who believe in a shared responsibility to our community. Federation changes lives. We keep a finger on the pulse of the greatest needs of our Jewish community, and we collaborate with our community partners to meet those needs. It’s more than Tzedakah.

Federation is people working together and leveraging our collective resources to achieve common goals.